Shoot *Warships* (located in Display) with flashing Launch Button. Aim at Ship’s center for maximum points.

Shoot *Right Top Lane* to lite Laser Kick.

*Top 3 Lanes* advance *Multiplier*.

Collect *Crystals* to open the *Transporter*. Shoot ball into the *Transporter* to Beam & Transport crew. *Auto 3-Ball* begins with beaming effect.

In *Multiball*, shoot moving *Primary Crystal* to open *Transporter*. Shoot *Transporter* to collect 10, 15, 20, 25, 50 and 100 Million *Jackpots*.

One Shot at the moving *Primary Crystal* advances *Phasers* when yellow, and opens *Transporter* for *Multiball & Jackpot* when green.

Shoot *Left & Right Ramps* or *Primary Crystal* to advance *Phasers*. When complete, shoot *Primary Crystal* for *Million Plus*.

When lit, complete remaining *Drop Targets* for *Extra Ball* or 10 Million Points.
**Skill Shot** Shoot *Warships* (located in Display) with flashing *Launch Button*. Aim at Ship’s center for maximum points.

**Laser Kick** Shoot Right Top Lane to lite Laser Kick.
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**Jackpot** In *Multiball*, shoot moving *Primary Crystal* to open *Transporter*. Shoot *Transporter* to collect 10, 15, 20, 25, 50 and 100 Million *Jackpots*.

**Primary Crystal** One Shot at the moving *Primary Crystal* advances *Phasers* when yellow, and opens *Transporter* for *Multiball & Jackpot* when green.

**Million Plus** Shoot Left & Right Ramps or *Primary Crystal* to advance *Phasers*. When complete, shoot *Primary Crystal* for Million Plus.

**Planet** When lit, complete remaining Drop Targets for *Extra Ball* or 10 Million Points.
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